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Maintain general lift c征 and counterweight 

El\且EOR206A

Carry out the maint巳nance works of lift car and counterweight (single wrap with roping ratio 1: 1 and 

carrying capacity 680kg or below) und巳r general situations at field locations. 

2 

3 

6.1 Structure of lift c缸祖d

counterweight (singl巳 wrap

with roping ratio 1:1) 

6.2 Maintenance methods and 

procedures of lift c訂 and

counterweight 

6.3 Professionalism in 

maintaining lift car and 

counterweight 

Performanc巳 R巳auirem巳nts

+ Understand the S甘ucture of general lift cars (carrying capacity

680kg or below and single wrap with roping ratio 1: 1)

+ Understand the S甘ucture of general counterweights (load 

capacity 680kg or below and single wrap with roping ra位0 1:1)

+ Know the r巳pair and maintenance of lift c訂 and count巳rweight

and the works includ巳 with the procedures of inspection,

cleaning and oili月

+ Know c訂 r巳pair and maintenance including: 

． car ventilation devices 

． car lighting and alarm d巳vices

． car door devices 

． C缸top devices 

． car safety devices 

． display and push bu仕on equipment 

． C缸叡且ide-shoes

• Know counterweight repair and maintenanc巴 including：﹒

． counterweight block stabilizing devices 

． counterweight guide-shoes 

+ Use general repairing and testing ins仕uments祖d tools

effectively 

• Follow manufacturer ’ s maintenance instructions to carry out

C 位 and counterweight maintenanc巳

+ Understand the requirements of safety guidelines and也e code

of practice for lifts in order to perform臼r and counterweight

也.e maintenance

The integrated outcom巳 requirements of this unit of competency 訂e:

(i) Capable to systema位cally and effectively complete c訂 and counterweight maintenance﹔and

(ii) Capable to clearly explain th巳 construction and the key points of maint巳nance of c位 and

counterweight.

The credit value of也is unit of compe紀ncy is set on也e presumption曲的出.e person already possesses 

knowl巳dge of using g巴neral repairing and testing instruments and tools. 


